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Deck the

halls
Su Pennick takes inspiration
from traditional festive foliage
to create her own reusable
papercrafted greenery

BY SU
PENNICK

Traditional
garlands and
wreaths made
of holly, ivy,
pinecones and leaves are
just as popular now as they
have always been. Freshly
cut leaves and branches
don’t stay fresh for very long,
however, and you’re left
with a fair amount of refuse
once Christmas is over. By
making your own paper
greenery, it’s possible to
create something unique

and beautiful to co-ordinate
with the rest of your
decorations but you can
also reuse your creations
year after year and even
make them from paper and
cardstock that you have left
over from other projects.
GETTING STARTED
All the leaves used here
were cut with specially
made dies. These can be
costly so when deciding
whether to make this type
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of investment, it’s worth
remembering that these
dies can be used over and
over again on a number of
Christmas papercrafting
projects including greetings
cards, table decorations,
cracker decorations and
tags and charms for gifts.
They can also be used to cut
appliqué fabric shapes for
sewing projects such as
stockings and tablecloths. If
you don’t have access to a
die-cutting machine, then

leaves and simpler branch
shapes can be cut by hand.
ADDING DIMENSION
To give your leaves a
dimensional feel, a slightly
darker shade of ink can be
applied around the edges.
Rather than applying
inkpads directly to the paper,
it’s advisable to use Cut n’
Dry foam. This way, it’s easier
to add a little colour at a
time until you achieve
the required shade.

Curling the leaves by
using the edge of a pair of
scissors is a good way to add
a more realistic dimensional
shape. This can be achieved
equally as well by rolling the
leaf edges around a pencil
to create a curl.
When sticking the paper
elements together, don’t
apply glue to the entire back
of each item – just to the
bottom of the leaf and stem,
so the leaves will stand out
and look more realistic.
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INSPIRED BY

MATERIALS

™ chipboard
™ green acrylic paint
™ dark green textured, white glitter,
™
™
™
™
™
™
™
™

pearlescent green & pearlescent
beige cardstock
green & Olive inkpad
6mm pressed round beads
1.5cm wide red ribbon
TOOLS
cocktail sticks
embossing tool
glue gun
manual die-cutting machine
Sizzix Tim Holtz Alterations
Tattered Pinecone & Holly Branch
dies & Autumn Gatherings
decorative strip die

SIMPLY MAKE
Cut a ring from chipboard
with an outer diameter
of 20.5cm and an inner
diameter of 17.5cm. Paint
this with green paint and then
leave to dry.
Die-cut 25 holly leaves
from dark green textured
cardstock, colour the
edges with olive ink and curl
slightly with scissors. Die-cut
14 branches from white glitter
card using the Tattered
Pinecone die and lightly
colour the edges with green
ink. Die-cut five pinecones
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from pearlescent beige
cardstock and assemble with
cocktail sticks, following the
instructions. Trim the cocktail
sticks once done. Die-cut at
least 30 ivy leaves from
pearlescent green cardstock
using the Autumn Gatherings
die. Colour the edges with
green ink and draw veins
with an embossing tool.
Starting at the bottom of
the ring, stick a holly leaf
to it using a glue gun,
followed by a glitter branch
and then a couple of holly
leaves. Continue sticking the

3

leaves and branches in place,
overlapping them and only
applying glue to the bottoms
so they stick out. Once done,
glue ivy leaves randomly
around the ring, filling in any
gaps where the chipboard
shows too much.
Stick the pinecones in
place, tucking them
between the leaves to
cover their bottoms. Glue
beads around the ring.
Glue a bow at the bottom
of the ring and a hanging
loop of ribbon at the
top to finish.

4
5

Holly wreath

TOP TIP
Cutting leaves from
diﬀerent patterned
papers looks particularly
eﬀective. Old wrapping
paper could also be used
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Hanging decoration

MATERIALS

™ dark green textured,
™
™
™
™
™
™
™
™

pearlescent cream & pearlescent
green cardstock
green, Olive & gold inkpads
6mm pressed round beads
0.4mm gold coloured wire
red satin ribbon
TOOLS
embossing tool
glue gun
Sizzix Tim Holtz Alterations
Festive Greenery & Autumn
Gatherings decorative strip dies
manual die-cutting machine

SIMPLY MAKE
Cut a 4cm circle from
pearlescent cream
cardstock, along with
six die-cut branches. Colour
the tips of the branches
with gold ink. Die-cut ivy
leaves, colour the edges
with green ink and use an
embossing tool to add
veins. Die-cut three holly
leaves from dark green
textured cardstock, colour
the edges with olive ink
and add veins.
Cut three 10cm
lengths of wire.
Thread a bead onto
the middle of each, fold the
wire around it and twist the
ends together to hold it in
place. Place the three beads
together at diﬀerent lengths
and twist the three sets of
wires together.
Use a glue gun to stick
the bottom of ﬁve of
the branches around
the edge of the cream circle
cut in Step 1. Stick three of
the ivy leaves over the
bottom three branches.
Glue the wired beads in
place so the beads are
positioned in the centre of
the middle ivy leaf and the
wire is glued across the
cream circle. Trim the end
of the wire to the top edge
of the circle. Stick the other
two ivy leaves over the
wire as shown.
Fix the three holly
leaves in place, along
with the trimmed end
of a cream branch. Stick a
bow on top of this. Cut a
loop of ribbon that ﬁts right
down the back of the
decoration, trim the ends
and glue in place to ﬁnish.
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INSPIRED BY

Twine heart
MATERIALS
Hobbycraft natural twine heart
brown gingham paper
cream & brown cardstock
brown & gold inkpads
6mm pearl beads
0.4mm gold coloured wire
wide cream organza ribbon
narrow brown patterned ribbon
large brown button
TOOLS
™ manual die-cutting machine
™ glue gun
™ Sizzix Tim Holtz Alterations
Tattered Pinecone, Holly Branch,
Tattered Leaves dies

™
™
™
™
™
™
™
™
™

SIMPLY MAKE
Wind the narrow ribbon
around the twine heart,
securing it at the top and
forming a hanging loop.
Die-cut three branches
from cream cardstock
using the Tattered
Pinecones die, then colour the
tips with gold ink. Die-cut
three large leaves from brown
gingham paper using the
Tattered Leaves die, colour
the edges with brown ink and
curl them using scissors.
Die-cut three holly leaves from
brown cardstock, colour the
edges and curl.
Cut three 10cm lengths of
wire. Thread a bead onto
the middle of each, fold
the wire around it and twist
the ends together to hold it in
place. Place the three beads
together at diﬀerent lengths
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and twist the three sets of
wires together.
Cut a 3cm diameter circle
from cream cardstock
and stick the bottom of
the three large leaves to it as
shown. Stick two of the cream
branches in the gaps behind
these. Firmly attach the back
of the circle to the top of the
twine heart and stick the three
holly leaves in place. Trim the
third branch and glue it to the
top of the heart.
Fold the organza ribbon
into four loops and
secure together in the
middle with a short length of
wire. Fix this to the twine heart
along with the wired beads,
trimming the wires once the
glues dried so they don’t show.
Glue a button over the ribbon
loops as shown to ﬁnish.
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Decorated candle

™
™
™
™
™
™
™
™
™
™

MATERIALS
candle
glass candle plate
white, green & pink glitter cardstock
green inkpad
0.4mm gold coloured wire
0.6mm pink beads
TOOLS
scallop-edged scissors
manual die-cutting machine
glue gun
Sizzix Tim Holtz Alterations Festive
Greenery & Autumn Gatherings
decorative strip dies

SIMPLY MAKE
Cut a 3cm-wide strip of
white glitter cardstock,
using scallop-edged
scissors along one side, and
attach around the base of the
candle. Die-cut 11 ivy leaves
from green glitter card and
colour the edges of each with
green ink. Use a glue gun to
stick 8cm of gold wire to the
back of each of the leaves.
Glue the other end of the
wires to the white glitter card,
twisting and bending to
make the leaves stand at
diﬀerent heights.
Die-cut ﬁve branches from
pink glitter cardstock, trim
each one and attach to the
white glitter card as shown. Stick
a length of each of the two
ribbons around the bottom.
Draw around the candle
onto the back of a piece of
green glitter cardstock. To
form a base to stick the holly
leaves to, draw six evenly spaced
small semi-circles around the
circle and cut out.
Die-cut 12 holly leaves
from green glitter
cardstock and colour the
edges with green ink. Stick two
to each of the semi-circle areas
of the base, along with a pink
bead. Curl the holly leaves
slightly so they’re shaped to the
edge of the glass plate.
Put the holly leaf base onto the
plate and position the candle.
The holly base and candle
covering are detachable and
can be reused.
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WHERE TO BUY
Sizzix Tim Holtz Alterations dies
are available from
www.thestampattic.co.uk
Beads, wire and twine hearts
available from Hobbycraft
Candle and glass plate available
from Sainsbury’s
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